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Abstract
The values of employing the mediator in the space of the painting varied, exploring the role of technology and experimentation in the dimensional and physical systems, and the relationship between form and function continued to accompany the artwork for material purposes, the mediator has played the role of the material carrier at some times, while in this research it is intended the aesthetic role and being a subject on which the idea of the artistic work itself depends that it is a re-exploration and interpretation of the medium in its ability to multiply and cross the limits of techniques and trends pertaining to artistic work to form a kind of mixing with digital technology and contemporary quality concept and to become a source of aesthetic construction among the specific interactions of the performances accompanying the artistic work space. The medium represents a material that can be added and treated for a purpose that goes beyond the construction of the visual plastic concept. Rather, it reached through the experiments of painting space and artistic work to the point of theorizing for modernist projects and trends that exceeded the limits of classification and different visual styles from the means of expression with materials and technical means, as it became crossing the limits of science and aesthetic and expressive formulas overcoming the temporal and spatial determinants of the space of the artistic work. The necessity of selective visual media with artwork and painting is not in its being to reproduce images of visible reality, but in its ability to make what is beyond the visible world a visible world. The visual medium is a diacritical language loaded with the artist's own experience in terms of expression, imaginative flexibility, a tendency towards experimentation, the ability to analyze, visual and formal composition, possessing an independent language, and the possibility of aesthetically linking the technological and technical dream world with the real world and by selecting the medium the surface turns into a visual passion. So it takes us directly to the world of art and calls for the relationships of things and their multiple phenomena to reach modernist stages of creative perception of artistic work.

Keywords

Introduction
Science and art were able to reach the top of the degrees of blending to achieve the most beautiful image to blend the product of the mind and conscience in order to advance human civilized values and to achieve a better life for the human being on this earth so that plastic practices evolved by being affected by the scientific expansion and its techniques throughout the history of arts to become the tool, the mediator and the engine of the artist's ideas.

The human nature employed by human thought to facilitate life as well as to express it and in it has become the implementing tool for ideas, and the other side of the concepts of rapid development and their presentation of models that present a different thought, and assume the
task of arousal, given the high-precision technical perceptions it offers in terms of building a new aesthetic perception that allows the recipient to explore multiple areas of vision, therefore, it pushed the artist to search through it without thinking about the technical obstacles that might hinder the material presentation of his ideas and opinions.

In addition, it undertook the task of transferring, displaying, and preserving the work so that the recipient could keep up with artistic practices regardless of the difference in place and time which can be identified through contemporary practices.

These features overlooking us from the development of human thought and its control over the technological machine have directly contributed to the development of the intellectual and cultural discourse of the modern-day human being, as the specific shifts in the media of expression have achieved development on all levels, they represented in one way or another confirmation of the progression of human time as what we have reached today is a continuation of yesterday's research, and as a result of the artists' experiences and their reference that the intellectual material needed to develop and was not without the terrible desire and power to change the mind and its apostasy to drain the signals of nature and achieve completeness, and the search for aesthetic facts to reach the truth.

The language of the mind today in which technology represented its communicative ABCs as an extension of the contributions of the past to become the only place and entrance to the journey in time, in geography in which the information culture dominated the minds of creators pushing them to keep up with the times and producing of an artistic culture synonymous with the scientific expansion of what the latter is witnessing in rapid development in which it overlooked the functional dimension of production to become an independent language in itself looking for creative action in the search for completeness, distinction and uniqueness.

Thus, specific technology represented an intellectual approach through which the artist deals with intellectual systems in a distinctive philosophical vision and presents his perceptions of the future in how the image is no longer an obsession with the artistic construction as much as it has become the mental language for dealing with the world and stirring its successive ideas, in search of keeping pace with the scientific tide and methods of experimentation accompanying it, raising its problems and presenting its ideas as materials for aesthetic construction and artistic practice, until what the artist reached in changing the materials that the artistic thought used to work with in order to transcend the space of the painting, the frame and the medium to become, for example, the body is the substance on which he works and the material that carries ideas from the principle of the transformation of contemporary artistic
practices towards technology as it has sometimes become an ontological study that discusses the morphology of art and artistic practices from a creative principle accompanied by the technological transformation of thought that has become an aesthetic construction of contemporary artistic practices.

**Research Problem**

1. Is the multi-medium an aesthetic subject of the artistic work space?
2. Is it possible to mix among visual methods overcoming the ideas of identification and descriptive classification of the painting?
3. Can digital technology give a new identity to the recognized styles and performances and blend them to produce modern art formations?
4. Does the shape of the artistic work and the painting change with the experimental innovations of style and technology?
5. Is the mediator a contemporary means of expressing ideas for forms of modernist practices in art today?

And through a group of works from the medium and transient exhibition of the researcher, practical application has been made to these multimedia works, as they present the research problem in the use of specific multimedia as inspirations for artistic work.

**Research Objectives**

The research aims to re-present the idea of visual expression through the different specific media recognized which are not limited to technological methods but transcend the various uses of the material in the techniques of painting and the flat space of work.

**Research Methodology**

The study was based on the analytical and critical method related to aesthetics for periods of transformation from the uses recognized throughout the history of art to the media up to the scientific and technological transfers and multimedia that reshaped the creative concepts of the artistic work space.

**Results**

1. The research results varied based on the research in the theoretical side and the intellectual and aesthetic background of the research topic where the research presented the multiplicity of mediator concepts among specific media related to the material, media related to the style or aesthetic media related to the transition from one artistic identity to another in the space of artistic work.
2. The research proposed the concept of integrating visual media inspired by the idea of multimedia that is sometimes combined with technology to give the material medium
a technological feature that is reused in artistic work such as converting the pictorial methods recognized on painting surfaces after being combined in technical treatments to other artistic methods through using the idea of a transient or medium to move from a pictorial surface to another pictorial surface without changing the formal values of the work.

3. There are several spaces that can change the visual dimensions of the work especially in the pictorial surface of the work, the use of the method of combining the pictorial surfaces in one work that combines drawing, painting and printing and presenting it in the form of a book contributes to creating another visual dimension in the middle of the space between the surface of the painting and its outer frame, as is the case in the first applied work, these visual dimensions which the medium contributed to creating added imperceptible aesthetic dimensions to the artistic work, including the temporal count and the expansion of the scope of vision and imagination of the viewer as well as expanding the ranges of artistic expression within contemporary modernist frameworks.

4. The visual space depended on two factors, a technical factor and an experimental factor, which made the produced works not subject to a specific optical law, but variable according to the movement among different media, whether they were physical media (painting, printing and drawing) or technical media (digital media, computer and print processors).

**Recommendations**

The difference in the semantic interpretation of multimedia in contemporary arts represents an important stage in the field of aesthetics of arts and techniques where the transition from traditional concepts of painting media, drawing, engraving and multimedia to experimental activity among these methods and linking them to the multiplicity of the medium in the artistic work and developing the methodology in proposing suggested methods for the contents of teaching the new applied aspects of design, painting and drawing.
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